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Oddie Boulevard | Wells Avenue Corridor Study 

Purpose 
The purpose of the Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue 
Corridor Study is to identify multimodal 
transportation (bike, pedestrian, transit, auto) issues 
and solutions in the Oddie/Wells corridor, which can 
help to facilitate a more livable, safer, and more 
vibrant community in the Truckee Meadows.  The 
study and improvements are being planned in 
concert with the redevelopment efforts currently 
underway in the City of Sparks, as well as current 
planning efforts in conjunction with the 2022 Reno-
Tahoe Winter Games bid preparation. 
 
Project Area 
The Corridor extends from Kuenzli Lane in Reno to 
Pyramid Way in Sparks.  The study area includes 
properties generally lying within 1/2 mile of the 
corridor.  The corridor study includes two freeway 
interchanges (Wells/I-80 and Oddie/US 395).  Two 
significant planning areas are located within the 
boundaries of the study: the University of Nevada 
growth area and Spark Redevelopment Area 2A.   

Introduction 
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Goals 
Goals for the study and the Corridor have been 
established.  The goals (see below) have been 
developed through coordination with the project 
Technical Advisory Committee.  These goals will guide 
the development of alternatives for improvements 
within the corridor and establish a long term, 20 year, 
vision for the future of the corridor.   
 
 Create a “urban, mixed-use” feel on Oddie 

Boulevard 
 Maintain strong connection with the University 

on Wells Avenue 
 Create safer streets that are more inviting for 

families, pedestrians, and bicycles. 
 Slow traffic down to encourage people to spend 

time at businesses in the corridor. 
 Increase safety by improving street lighting. 
 Improve bicycle facilities. 
 Improve pedestrian realm of the street. 
 Create an identity for the entire corridor with 

coordinated individual themes for Reno and 
Sparks.  

 Allow for all travel modes to move smoothly and 
safely. 

 Create infrastructure improvements that help 
catalyze private investment into the corridor. 

 Enhance pedestrian and bicycle access to 
adjacent neighborhoods. 

 Utilize Sierra Pacific Power Co. decorative 
streetlight standards in lieu of specialized lighting 
treatments. 

 Provide low maintenance landscape treatments. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Summary of Oddie Boulevard/Wells 
Avenue Supporting Plans & Reports 

 
The following is a summary of the various plans and 
documents that provide direction or impact the 
Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue Corridor between 
Kuenzli Avenue and Pyramid Highway.  While several 
of these documents include specific requirements or 
standards for development within this Corridor, some 
of these documents are more general in nature and 
provide insight on the character of the Corridor. 

 
Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue Roadway Safety 
Audit 
The Nevada Department of Transportation conducted 
a Roadway Safety Audit (RSA) in conjunction with this 
corridor study.  The RSA identifies and ranks 
necessary safety improvements and assigns 
responsibilities to the various entities with controlling 
interests in the corridor.  Much of the RSA deals with 
traffic safety issues.  A copy of the RSA has been 
provided in the appendix of this report, by reference. 
 
Northeast Neighborhood Plan  
This plan encompasses the portion of Oddie 
Boulevard between Sutro Street and the Reno/Sparks 
boundary.  The properties within the Plan that are 
west of the Highway 395 Freeway (adjacent to Oddie 
Boulevard) are generally designated for single family 
residential uses, while the properties to the east of 
the US Highway 395 freeway are generally designated 
for Urban Residential/Commercial uses.  The plan 
expresses a strong preference for the preservation of 
existing land use densities in the single family 
districts, while providing land designations to 
encourage development and redevelopment of 
commercial areas. 

 
University of Nevada Regional Center Plan (UNRC)  
This regional center plan (as required by the Truckee 
Meadows Regional Plan) includes a portion of the 

Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue Corridor, with the 
eastern boundary at Sutro Street from Interstate 80 
to McCarran Boulevard (i.e. – the area in and around 
the Livestock Events Center and Washoe County 
Offices).  While the main focus of the plan is further 
development of the campus and surrounding 
complementary uses.  The area located west of Sutro 

UNRC Circulation Concept—Vehicular 
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Street has been identified for a mix of commercial 
and recreation land uses.  Additionally, the Plan 
specifically talks about campus housing and related 
uses continuing to expand in the area located east of 
Sutro Street.  The Plan further identifies Sutro Street 
as a major north-south vehicular route.  Additionally, 
Highland Avenue is identified as a “new” east-west 
vehicular route.  The Plan also discusses the potential 

for a Bus Rapid Transit within the campus area.  
Potential shuttle routes include Oddie Boulevard/
Wells Avenue, 9th Street, Highland Avenue, and Sutro 
Street. 

 
City of Reno Historic Plan  
Although this plan does not specifically include any 
portion of Wells Avenue or Oddie Boulevard, the 
purpose of this plan is to identify buildings or objects 
that may be considered historic and/or reflect the 
cultural values of our community.  Although this 
corridor is limited in its display of historic 
characteristics and/or cultural value, this plan (and its 
policies) should be reviewed for projects associated 
with the corridor. 

 
City of Reno Public Art Master Plan  
This plan identifies a number of streets in Reno as 
major gateways into town.  This Plan includes policies 
for creating public art that celebrates Reno’s rich 
history, traditions and uniqueness.   In addition to 
local public art, it should be noted that “public art” 
may also include signs and other directional tools.  
This plan encourages using local artists to create 
these items. 

 
Open Space and Greenways Plan  
Although this plan has been prepared to look at the 
City of Reno in general, the concept of “preserving 
and enhancing quality of life by planning 
interconnected network of open spaces and 
greenways” supports this Corridor Study.  
Additionally, this plan specifically looks at areas 
within the “urbanized” core to be redesigned to 
encourage urban bicycle/pedestrian improvements 
such as wider sidewalks, bike lanes, sidewalk 
landscaping (trees), and pedestrian amenities such as 
seating and lighting.   

 
Reno-Sparks Bike & Pedestrian Plan  
This document is designed to guide the development 

of a comprehensive system of bicycle routes, 
pedestrian, and other related facilities.   An improved 
bicycle/pedestrian network will result in a safe and 
convenient circulation system for pleasant, non-
motorized travel to places such as schools, jobs, 
shopping, neighborhoods, community facilities, parks 
and regional trails.  Specifically, some issues 
identified in the plan include providing sidewalks on 
both sides of regional roadways (i.e. Oddie 
Boulevard); maintaining crosswalk markings on 
regional roadways, providing connections to UNR 
from the surrounding neighborhoods (i.e. - Oddie 
Boulevard/Wells Avenue neighborhoods).  The plan 
identifies two short segments of Oddie Boulevard as 
having bike lanes/routes; one near the Livestock 
Events Center and another east of Sullivan Lane 
extending to Pyramid Highway.  The Plan to identifies 
the segment between Sutro Street and Sullivan Way 
as a “Planned Bike Lane” with the segment from 
Sullivan to Pyramid Highway is identified as a “Shared 
Roadway to Bike Lake”.  These improvements would 
provide an alternative connection between Reno/
Sparks.   

 
Sparks TOD Corridor Master Plan  
Identifies Oddie Boulevard/El Rancho Boulevard as a 
“major” activity center within the Sparks TOD (i.e. – 
an area where there are opportunities to transition 
the current uses to a more transit oriented pattern of 
development over time).   The goals and policies of 
this plan are consistent with the other plans 
mentioned.  Specifically, the Sparks TOD recommends 
enhancing historic downtown neighborhoods and 
improving pedestrian circulation between 
developments.  The Plan includes a number of 
guidelines for development in these “major” activity 
centers.  Additionally, this Plan identifies the area 
east of El Rancho to Pyramid Highway along Oddie 
Boulevard as a “minor” activity center.  These areas 
have been identified as “minor” due to their limited 
availability of land for new development but a higher 

UNRC Circulation Concept—Transit 
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demand for supporting the surrounding 
neighborhoods.  These areas are often considered 
ideal opportunities to transition current uses to a 
more transit-oriented pattern on a much smaller 
scale than the major activity centers. 

 
Sparks TOD Corridor (Mixed Use & Commercial 
Design Manual)  
Supporting the Sparks TOD Master Plan, this design 
manual identifies standards for a more compact, 
pedestrian and transit-supportive pattern of 
commercial development, and identifies future 
activity centers within the corridor.  This manual 
includes standards for pedestrian circulation, bicycle 
parking, vehicle parking and screening, connection to 
transit corridors, and pedestrian crossings. 

 
RTC Plan2Ride  
This document looks at the existing RTC fixed-route 
transit system to help develop a baseline 
understanding of transit operations in the Reno-
Sparks areas and identify areas for improvements.  
The Plan also discusses some rerouting Route 2 and 
removing 2S to potentially include service on Oddie 
Boulevard between Silverada Way and Rock 
Boulevard.  This route change would eliminate service 
to Pyramid on Route 2; however, a new route could 
be created to connect riders from Rock Boulevard to 
stops along Pyramid Way. 

 
City of Reno Cultural Master Plan  
This plan does not specifically talk about the Wells 
Avenue or Oddie Boulevard Corridor, however, it 
does support several of the same findings such as 
expanding historic preservation programs and 
identifying additional buildings/structures to be 
included in the Arts and Culture District. 

 
 

 
 

Trends 
Based upon the existing planning efforts, conditions, 
and land uses within the Oddie Boulevard/Wells 
Avenue Corridor, there are several emerging trends 
that provide a basis for future design efforts.  These 
trends will guide decision making and plan 
alternatives development.     
 
Transit Oriented Development 

The Oddie Boulevard commercial area (generally 
located between Silverada Boulevard and Rock 
Boulevard) is identified as Redevelopment District 2A 
and located within the City of Sparks Transit Oriented 
Development corridor.  The TOD standards provided 
in the City’s TOD ordinance and master plan provides 
for certain flexibilities and incentives for 
intensification and mix of uses.   
 
It should be noted that, although TOD is encouraged 
along Oddie Boulevard, transit, pedestrian, and 
bicycle facilities that are typically indicative of TOD 
development are not present on Oddie Boulevard.  
Rather, transit and pedestrian facilities are present 
on Greenbrae Boulevard, bifurcating the existing 
commercial and multi-family residential to the north.  
Further evaluation of transit on Oddie Boulevard in 
lieu of service on Greenbrae will be included in the 
future steps of this corridor study in light of proposed 
pedestrian and bicycle improvements on Oddie. 
 
Pedestrian & Bicycle Facilities 

Very few bicycle and pedestrian facilities exist within 
the corridor.  Generally, sidewalks are present on 
Wells Avenue from Kuenzli Lane to Sutro Street, with 
some small segments of sidewalk and asphalt 
pathways located on Oddie Boulevard.  Bicycle 
facilities are present on Wells Avenue from I-80 to 
Sutro Street, with the remainder of the corridor 
forcing cyclists onto the shoulder or sharing lanes 
with vehicles.   

University of Nevada, Reno 

The Wells Avenue portion of the study area is the 
eastern gateway to the University campus.  Within 
the University of Nevada, Reno campus master plan, 
the existing Livestock Events Center parcel is 
identified as future growth area and potential home 
to a new indoor athletics arena.  Additionally, in 
concert with the campus master plan, the Livestock 
Events Center parcel has been identified as a major 
venue for the 2022 Winter Games Coalition Olympic 
bid planning.   
 
While the east side of Wells Avenue at Sadleir Way 
has planned for intensification and redevelopment 
within current planning efforts, the west side of Wells 
Avenue remains as agricultural uses.  As this side of 
the road may seem prime for intensification as well, 
the property is deed restricted as part of the 
restrictions due to the University being a land grant 
institution.  As such, the west side of Wells Avenue 
will likely remain as agricultural and open space. 
 
Redevelopment Potential 
As described above, the existing Livestock Events 
Center presents a redevelopment opportunity within 
the corridor in the City of Reno.  Much of the 
remaining study area within the City of Reno is 
predominantly single family uses and presents fewer 
opportunities for wholesale redevelopment. 
 
Redevelopment potential within the City of Sparks is 
plentiful.  Much of the commercial node located 
between Silverada Boulevard and Rock Boulevard has 
redevelopment potential.  With the recent vacation 
of the Lowe’s home improvement store, the amount 
of vacant commercial square footage has increased 
dramatically.  Additionally, a large amount of 
available commercial acreage is present within this 
commercial node, anchored by the site of the former 
(now demolished) Shopko located on the northeast 
corner of Oddie Boulevard and El Rancho Boulevard.  
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These two locations, coupled with additional smaller 
vacant parcels and buildings, present a significant 
opportunity for redevelopment within the corridor. 
 
Access Management 
Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue is a former state 
highway and, as such, access management has been 
more rigorously implemented than what current 
traffic volumes would warrant.  Intersection and 
driveway spacing is indicative of the former highway 
designation and has made access to some 
commercial properties difficult.  Access into adjacent 
neighborhoods is not ideal for promoting walkability.  
Additionally, a frontage road located on the south 
side of Oddie Boulevard between Sullivan Lane and 
Rock Boulevard presents challenges and access issues 
for adjacent properties. 
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Introduction 
Following is a summary of the pedestrian, bicycle, 
and wheelchair volume data collected in the study 
corridor, overall trends for these travel modes, and 
suggested next steps in utilizing the collected data 
to develop project alternatives that foster livability 
and revitalization in the corridor.  
 
Data Collection 
Pedestrian, bicycle, and wheelchair counts were 
conducted at three locations; Wells Avenue/Oddie 
Boulevard/Sutro Street, Oddie Boulevard/Silverada 
Boulevard, and Oddie Boulevard/El Rancho Drive 
(see Exhibit 1, attached). These locations were 
chosen based on recommendations from the 
project’s Technical Advisory Committee and the 
intent was to collect data at locations where 
average or higher than average pedestrian and 
bicycle activity could be expected. Data was 
collected for each movement at the intersections, 
in 30 minute periods, on Wednesday, January 18th, 
2012, 7AM to 7PM, to obtain a consistent data set 
and comparisons with roadway traffic volumes.  
Count summary tables and bar graphs are attached 
as Exhibits 2, 3, 4 and 5.  
 
Notable Findings 
Overall Movements 
The El Rancho Drive intersection with Oddie 
Boulevard was found to have the highest 

pedestrian/bicycle/wheelchair volumes with 663 
total movements in the 12 hour period. Of these 
663 movements 596, or 90%, were pedestrians. 
The Silverada Boulevard and Sutro Street 
intersections had 469 and 463 total movements 
respectively. The volumes at Silverada (469 total 
movements) include the ped/bike/wheelchairs 
that use the pedestrian bridge.    
 
Pedestrians significantly outnumber bicycles at all 
count locations. At the intersection of Sutro Street 
and Oddie Boulevard pedestrians outnumber 
bicycles 6:1  At the El Rancho Drive intersection the 
ratio of pedestrians to bicycles is 10:1.  The ratio 
was 12:1 at the Silverada Boulevard intersection. 
On average, the mode split amongst “self-
propelled” modes for the counted locations was 
88% Pedestrians, 10% Bicycles, and 2% 
Wheelchairs.  The splits are shown graphically in 
attached Exhibit 1. 
 
Pedestrians 
El Rancho Drive had the highest pedestrian volume 
with a total of 596 pedestrian crossings. The 
intersection was observed to have two noticeable 
peaks of pedestrian activity. These peaks occurred 
between 1:30 PM and 2:00 PM and 3:00 PM and 
3:30 PM. During the 1:30 pm to 2:00 PM peak a 
class of children was observed crossing the north 
and east legs of the intersection, which accounted 
for 52 of the 87 pedestrian crossings recorded 

during this time period. The second peak period 
between 3:00 PM and 3:30 PM is consistent with 
an influx in pedestrian traffic due to school 
dismissal. The majority of the pedestrian 
movements were pedestrians crossing the east and 
west legs of the intersection. 
 
Silverada Boulevard was the second highest 
location (424 total) but experienced a more 
distributed pedestrian flow with 44 movements in 
the peak 30 minutes (12:00 to 12:30 PM). This 
location experienced peaks consistent with school 
arrival/dismissal time peaks with a large spike 
during the lunch hour. Of the 424 total pedestrian 
movements at Silverada Boulevard, 82 were 
pedestrians using the pedestrian bridge to cross in 
the north/south direction. The pedestrian bridge 
experienced 15 movements during the peak 30 
minute period; this was from 2:45 PM to 3:15 PM 
and was a group of children traveling north. At this 
location 3 out of 4 pedestrians crossing at the 
intersection traveling in the north/south direction 
chose to use the on-street crosswalk.  No particular 
type of user is utilizing the bridge that was not 
seen crossing at grade in the intersection. The data 
suggests that the pedestrian bridge is not 
necessary at this location. Of the pedestrian 
movements at the intersection 88% of them were 
crossing the west leg of the intersection. The west 
leg of the intersection is the only leg that currently 
has a marked crosswalk. During the 12 hour period 

Bicycle | Pedestrian | Wheelchair Volumes 
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there were 17 pedestrian crossings at the north 
and south legs of the Silverada Boulevard 
intersection, where there are currently no crossing 
facilities.  
 
The Sutro Street intersection had the lowest 
pedestrian volumes of the three locations (395 
total) with 65 during the peak 30 minute period 
between 12:00 and 12:30 PM, 49 of which (or 
75%) crossing the east leg of the intersection, 
traveling to and from the 7-11 on the northeast 
corner. The majority of the pedestrian movements 
are across the east and west legs at this location.  
 
The collected data shows a fairly even distribution 
of pedestrian activity amongst the three locations. 
The data would suggest that peak periods were 
associated with the lunch hour and neighboring 
schools start/end times.  
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Bicycles 
Of the study locations, Sutro Street experienced the 
highest bicycle volumes (61 total) with El Rancho in 
close second (59 total) and the Silverada Drive 
intersection third with 34 total. One (1) bicycle was 
recorded using the pedestrian bridge at Silverada 
Boulevard during the study period. The vertical 
clearances of the ramps onto the bridge are 
minimal and are difficult for a bicyclist to use. The 
data shows that for all locations the majority of the 
bicycle activity was in the northbound and 
southbound directions.   Currently there are no 
bicycle facilities along Oddie Boulevard from Sutro 
Street to Pyramid Way and the corridor experiences 
relatively low bicycle volumes. Sutro Street and El 
Rancho Drive serve as north/south connectors and 
provide connectivity for bicyclists traveling in these 
directions.  
 
At the Wells Avenue/Oddie Boulevard/Sutro Street 
intersection, between 1:00 PM and 1:30 PM, 13 
cyclists were recorded moving through the 
intersection.  Of these 13, 7 entered the 
intersection heading in the southbound direction. 
The 30 minute interval between 1:00 PM and 1:30 
PM account for over 20% of the total trips for the 12 
hour study period. 
 
Bicycle traffic at Oddie Boulevard/Silverada 
Boulevard is distributed throughout the day with 
the majority of the trips in the northbound and 
southbound directions. 
 
It is interesting to note for comparison purposes, 
that Sutro Street, not having bicycle facilities, 
experienced more bicycle trips (61 total)  than El 
Rancho Drive (59 total) which has bike lanes in both 
the north and south directions.  
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We believe there is a demand for bike facilities on 
Oddie Boulevard.  While the counts show low 
existing bicycle volumes on Oddie Boulevard, the 
data suggests this is a reflection of the lack of 
bicycle facilities and inadequate and/or 
inconsistent shoulder widths, creating adverse 
and unusable conditions for cyclists, rather than a 
representation of true demand.  The bicycle mode 
will not be viable in this corridor until bike 
facilities or a multi-use path are constructed. 
 
Wheelchairs 
Wheelchair users represented approximately 2% 
of the “self-propelled” modal split.  The highest 
volumes were observed at Silverada Boulevard (10 
total) with similar volumes at El Rancho Drive (8 
total) and Sutro Street (7 total). No more than two 
(2) wheelchair movements were recorded in a 30 
minute period at any location. During the 12 hour 
period there were no wheelchairs crossing the 
pedestrian bridge at Silverada Boulevard as the 
long/steep grades make it difficult for many 
wheelchair users.  
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Identified Trends 
The counts indicate a fairly consistent split of “self 
propelled” modes between the study locations, 
with higher pedestrian volumes occurring at El 
Rancho Boulevard. Since facilities are limited 
along Oddie Boulevard, the majority of the “self 
propelled” modes are concentrated at major 
intersections. The majority of the observed 
pedestrian activities are pedestrians crossing 
Oddie Boulevard  rather than traveling along it, 
however, we believe this may be due to lack of 
facilities and connectivity, not necessarily a 
representation of the true demand.  
 
There is presently an average ratio of 10:1 
pedestrians to bicycles, but, there are no existing 
bicycle facilities along the study corridor.  
Considering the poor existing conditions for 
cyclists, we suggest there is a demand for bike 
facilities, but that the adverse conditions are 
discouraging cyclists from using the corridor.  
 
Time of day patterns that emerged from the data 
collected at the three locations are consistent 
with lunch time and school arrival/dismissal peak 
times.  
  
Current Deficiencies 
The following are existing poor conditions in the 
corridor that could potentially be addressed 
through this planning study: 
 Insufficient crosswalks at Oddie Boulevard/

Silverada Intersection 
 Insufficient pedestrian access to Oddie 

Boulevard from adjacent neighborhoods 
 Non-continuous sidewalks along Oddie 

Boulevard 
 Non-continuous bike lanes along Oddie 

Boulevard 
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Introduction 
The following summarizes the traffic volume data 
provided for the corridor study.  It identifies overall 
trends, reports existing level of service on roadway 
segments, and provides a comparison of existing 
vehicular access in the corridor to the Regional 
Transportation Commission’s Access Management 
Standards. 
 
This existing conditions level of service analysis 
includes evaluation of the daily traffic volumes on 
14 roadway segments between Kuenzli Street and 
Pyramid Way .  
 
Existing Traffic Volume 
Existing daily traffic volume data for the Oddie 
Boulevard/Wells Avenue corridor was provided by 
the Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) 
using a variety of sources, including the Nevada 
Department of Transportation (NDOT) annual 
traffic count program and miscellaneous daily 
counts conducted for other projects.  The source 
data was primarily from NDOT’s 2010 Annual 
Traffic Report. 
 
Peak hour intersection turning movement count 
data was also provided by the RTC from a variety 
of sources, but primarily from the RTC’s traffic 
count program.  Each of the counts was performed 
either in 2011 or 2012. 
 

The existing daily traffic volumes and peak hour 
intersection turning movement traffic volumes are 
shown on Exhibits 1A and 1B, attached.  Existing 
lane configurations and intersection controls are 
also shown on these figures. 
 
Existing Level of Service 
 
Level of Service Methodology 
Level of Service (LOS) is a term commonly used by 
transportation practitioners to measure and 
describe the operational characteristics of 
intersections, roadway segments, and other 
facilities.  This term typically equates seconds of 
delay per vehicle, or travel time along a roadway 
segment, to letter grades “A” through “F”, with “A” 
representing optimum conditions and “F” 
representing breakdown or over capacity flows.  
The complete methodology is established in the 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2000, published 
by the Transportation Research Board.   
 
Roadway segments were analyzed using the 
Average Daily Traffic Thresholds as outlined in the 
Washoe County Regional Transportation 
Commission’s Regional Transportation Plan.  Using 
this methodology, level of service is estimated by 
comparing the existing average daily traffic 
volumes to the LOS threshold values shown in 
Table 1. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing Automobile Volumes 
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TABLE 1 
AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC LEVEL OF SERVICE THRESHOLDS 

BY FACILITY TYPE FOR ROADWAY PLANNING 
  

Facility Type Maximum Service Flow Rate (daily for given service level) 
Number of 

Lanes LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D LOS E 

Freeway 
4 
6 
8 

10 

≤ 28,600 
≤ 38,300 
51,100 
63,800 

42,700 
61,200 
81,500 
101,900 

63,500 
91,100 
121,400 
151,800 

80,000 
114,000 
153,200 
191,500 

90,200 
135,300 
180,400 
225,500 

Arterial-High Access Control 
2 
4 
6 
8 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

9,400 
20,400 
31,600 
42,500 

17,300 
36,100 
54,700 
73,200 

19,200 
38,400 
57,600 
76,800 

20,300 
40,600 
60,900 
81,300 

Arterial-Moderate Access Control 
2 
4 
6 
8 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

5,500 
12,000 
18,800 
25,600 

14,800 
32,200 
49,600 
66,800 

17,500 
35,200 
52,900 
70,600 

18,600 
36,900 
55,400 
73,900 

Arterial/Collector-Low Access Control 
2 
4 
6 
8 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

6,900 
15,700 
24,800 
34,000 

13,400 
28,400 
43,100 
57,600 

15,100 
30,200 
45,400 
60,600 

Arterial/Collector-Ultra-Low Access Control 
2 
4 
6 
8 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

6,500 
15,300 
24,100 
33,300 

13,300 
27,300 
41,200 
55,200 

14,200 
28,600 
43,000 
57,400 

Source: Washoe County Regional Transportation Plan, Table 3-4. 
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Level of Service Policy 
The Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) establishes 
level of service criteria for regional roadway 
facilities in Washoe County, the City of Reno, and 
City of Sparks.  The current Level of Service policy 
is: 
 
 “All regional roadway facilities projected to 

carry less than 27,000 ADT at the latest RTP 
horizon – LOS D or better.” 

 “All regional roadway facilities projected to 
carry 27,000 or more ADT at the latest RTP 
horizon – LOS E or better.” 

  “All intersections shall be designed to provide 

a level of service consistent with maintaining 
the policy level of service of the intersecting 
roadways”. 

 
Applying the current standards to the study 
corridor, using the future traffic volume 
projections developed through this study, the level 
of service criteria specific for this project are: 
 Wells Avenue (Kuenzli to I-80 Westbound 

Ramps) – LOS E 
 Wells Avenue (I-80 Westbound Ramps to 

Sutro) – LOS D 
 Oddie Boulevard (Sutro to US 395 Northbound 

Ramps) – LOS D 
 Oddie Boulevard (US 395 Northbound Ramps 

to Silverada) – LOS E 
 Intersections – LOS D or E, or better, 

consistent with the segment LOS standard 
shown above  

 
Level of Service Analysis Results 
The existing average daily traffic volumes were 
compared to the daily volume thresholds (Table 1) 
to determine existing roadway segment level of 
service.  The results are shown below in Table 2.   
 
 

TABLE 2 
EXISTING ROADWAY SEGMENT LEVEL OF SERVICE 

  
  
Roadway Segment 

Class/ 
Lanes/ 

Access Control 

2011 STUDY YEAR 
Average Daily Traffic Level of Service 

Wells Ave – north of Kuenzli Arterial 
6 lanes, MAC 

23,800 C 
Wells Ave – north of 6th St. 29,000 C 
Wells Ave – north of I-80 eastbound ramps   

Arterial 
4 lanes 
MAC 

20,300 C 
Wells Ave – north of I-80 westbound ramps 16,000 C 
Wells Ave – north of 9th St. 10,500 B 
Oddie Blvd  – east of Sutro 8,800 B 
Oddie Blvd  – east of Montello 14,600 C 
Oddie Blvd – east of US 395 southbound ramps 16,900 C 
Oddie Blvd – east of US 395 northbound ramps Art., 6 lanes, MAC 25,500 C 
Oddie Blvd – east of Silverada   

Arterial 
4 lanes 
MAC 

18,700 C 
Oddie Blvd – east of El Rancho 17,000 C 
Oddie Blvd – east of Sullivan 12,800 C 
Oddie Blvd – east of Rock 11,300 B 
Oddie Blvd – east of 12th St. 9,400 B 
MAC:  Moderate Access Control 
Source:  Traffic Works, 2012 
As shown in Table 2, each of the studied roadway segments is currently operating at an acceptable level of service based on average daily traffic volumes. 
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Overall Operational Considerations 
There are three (3) distinct segments or roadway 
characteristics within the study limits (Kuenzli 
Street to Pyramid Way) as summarized below: 
 
Kuenzli Street to Interstate-80 – This segment has 
six travel lanes, high traffic volumes, and is a 
major connection from I-80 to downtown Reno.  
The majority of this segment is on a bridge and 
has the unique feel of a freeway connection. 
 
I-80 to US 395 – This 5-lane segment (4 lanes plus 
a center turn lane) serves primarily as a 
connection to the freeways and has arterial/urban 
highway characteristics with very limited side-
street and driveway access.  The adjacent land 
uses are predominantly the Livestock Event 
Center and single-family residences (the back 
yards abut Oddie Boulevard). 
 
US 395 to Pyramid Way – With the exception of 
the one block portion between US 395 and 
Silverada Boulevard, which has six travel lanes, 
this segment has a consistent 5-lane section.  
Again the roadway has an arterial/urban highway 
feel with very limited access, but the difference is 
that the adjacent land uses are predominantly 
commercial/retail centers and multi-family/
apartment residential complexes. 
 
Our visual and driving observations indicate the 
roadway functions well overall from an 
automobile travel perspective.  Oddie Boulevard 
and Wells Avenue were formerly state highways 
between Pyramid Way and I-80, and still have 
significant traffic handling capacity accentuated by 
the high level of access control and limited 
number of signalized intersections. 

Wells Avenue, from the I-80 ramp terminals south 
to 6th Street, was reconfigured in 2005 to increase 
capacity and vehicle progression through the I-80 
interchange.  Those improvements appear to have 
been effective and to our knowledge the 
interchange is generally functioning well. 
 
At this time we are not aware of any significant 
traffic operation issues or deficiencies within the 
corridor.      
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Access Management Review & New 
Access Opportunities 

The goal of access management is to control the 
location, quantity, spacing, and design of access 
points along a major roadway while encouraging 
alternate access points and shared driveways 
between adjacent parcels. Maintaining access 
standards and promoting improved access results 
in a roadway that operates safely and efficiently 
for all users. 
  
The RTC established access management 
guidelines for all regional roadways in the 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  Oddie 
Boulevard and Wells Avenue are both classified as 
Moderate Access Controlled (MAC) facilities.  The 
MAC access standards are shown in Table 3.   
 
We performed an overview comparison between 
the MAC standards and existing conditions on the 
Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue corridor to 
identify any segments that do not conform to the 
standards and determine any potential locations 
for new access.  Since the goals of this study 
include street revitalization and redevelopment of 
adjacent land, there is value in promoting better 
traffic circulation, increasing access opportunities, 
and opening the roadway edge to increase 
pedestrian and bicycle travel.  This corridor is 
unique for an urbanized area in that the existing 
access control is actually too stringent 
(particularly with regard to pedestrian/bicycle 
access), and new access should be considered 
desirable so long as high quality traffic operations 
and safety can be maintained.        
 
 

The majority of the study corridor meets or 
exceeds the MAC access standards.  The 
exceptions are: 
 
 Wells Avenue between 6th Street and the I-80 

Eastbound Ramps (both sides) 
 Wells Avenue between the I-80 Westbound 

Ramps and East 9th Street (east side) 
 Wells Avenue between Sadleir Way and Sutro 

Street (west/north side)  
 
In each case, driveway, street, and traffic signal 
spacing (lack of separation) is the key deficiency.  
 
With regard to new access opportunities, no 
locations were found where a new signalized 
intersection or new street could meet the MAC 
spacing criteria (1,590 ft) from other signalized 
intersections/streets.  There are, however, several 
segments with the potential for unsignalized full 
access driveways and numerous areas where 
limited access driveways (right-in/right-out) are 
feasible using the MAC criteria.  Each of the 
potential new access locations are shown in 
Exhibits 2A-2J.  
 
It should be noted that there are two existing 
roadway characteristics not consistent with the 
MAC designation, specifically posted speed and 
median treatment type.  The MAC policy is 
typically used for roadways with posted speeds of 
40–45 mph and the recommended median 
treatments are raised median or painted median 
with turn pockets. Wells Avenue and Oddie 
Boulevard currently have 35 mph posted speed 
limits and the segment from the I-80 Westbound 
Ramps to Montello Street also currently includes a 
center turn lane (both Low Access Control 

characteristics).  Eastern portions of the corridor 
have no median or center turn lane, only a striped 
centerline.  Interestingly, these deviations from 
the MAC criteria could lead to two very different 
conclusions: 1) the roadway is currently non-
compliant, or 2) 35 mph speeds and center turn 
lanes are desirable, therefore Low Access Control 
(LAC) might be more appropriate.  As a point of 
interest, if LAC was used as the criteria on this 
corridor, new traffic signals/signalized 
intersections would become permissible at the 
existing Winston Drive intersection and mid-way 
between Sullivan Lane and Rock Boulevard. 
 
Recommendations for future access control 
designations and new access locations will be 
provided after the future conditions level of 
service and operations analysis is completed. 
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Table 3:  RTC Access Management Standards for Arterials and Collectors  
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Current Transit Conditions 
This section describes existing and planned transit 
services for the Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue 
Corridor. Currently, there are no transit routes 
directly serving the corridor, although a number of 
routes pass through sections of the corridor and 
Route 2 operates almost fully within the corridor ½ 
mile study area boundary. The Regional 
Transportation Commission of Washoe County 
(RTC) operates 27 routes in the cities of Reno and 
Sparks, as well as unincorporated areas of Washoe 
County. Figure 1 displays the RTC fixed-route bus 
services in the study area. Of the 27 routes in the 
system, eight routes serve the study area, which 
are listed in Figure 2. Routes 5, 15, and 17 serve a 
primarily north-south orientation through the 
study area, originating at the 4TH STREET 
STATION . Routes 11, 13, 25 and 26 only touch the 
southern edge of the study area, at one or both of 
the transit centers. Route 2 (including the Route 2 
shortline variation) travels east-west through the 
study area, between the 4TH STREET STATION and 
CENTENNIAL PLAZA (shortline does not serve 
CENTENNIAL), and serves a number of residential 
and commercial areas. 

RTC operates five types of fixed-route bus services, 
as listed below: 

1. RTC RIDE, local routes operating throughout 
the Cites of Reno and Sparks. Most routes 

operate seven days a week, with some routes 
running only on weekdays. Service frequency 
ranges from 15 minutes to one hour, 
depending on the routes.  

2. RTC RAPID, BRT system which runs along S 
Virginia Street in Reno. Rapid operates every 
10 minutes (12 minutes on weekends) 
throughout the day along S Virginia Street in 
Reno, seven days a week.  

3. RTC CONNECT, which links all Rapid stations 
with other bus stops along S. Virginia Street. 
Connect operates every 30 minutes, 24-hours 
a day, seven days a week. 

4. RTC INTERCITY, connecting Downtown Reno 
and Carson City. It operates only during AM 
and PM peak hours on weekdays.  

5. RTC SIERRA SPIRIT, a free shuttle connecting 
between University of Nevada, Reno and 
Downtown Reno. It operates every 15 
minutes, from 7AM to 7PM, seven days a 
week.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Transit 
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Figure 1. Existing Transit Services in the Oddie Blvd / N Wells Ave Corridor  
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Figure 2. Bus Routes serving Oddie Blvd / N Wells Ave Corridor 
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Level of Service 
Route 2 and 2S 
Of the routes serving the study area, Route 2 is the 
most contained within and covers the largest 
section of the Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue 
corridor. Route 2 is a local route that travels 
between the 4TH STREET STATION and 
CENTENNIAL PLAZA. It serves a number of 
important locations, including the Livestock Events 
Center, Washoe County Complex and Senior 
Center, and the Greenbrae Shopping Center. The 
Route 2S shortline turns around at Rock Blvd and 
does not serve the Greenbrae Shopping Center or 
Centennial Plaza. Along with Route 11, the 
combined 2 and 2S segment operates in the study 
area at 15 minute headways during the weekday 
peak period. Route 2 has a long service span, 
covering 21 hours from 4:30 AM to 1:50 AM and 
operating seven days per week. In the off-peak and 
weekend periods, Route 2 provides service at 30 
minute headways. Route 2 east of Rock Boulevard 
only has 30 minute service frequency during the 
peak periods. 

Most other routes in the corridor operate on a 30 
minute or 1 hour headway. All routes in the 
corridor operate on the weekends and weekdays, 
except for Route 25 and Route 2S, which do not 
operate on Sunday. Figure 2 provides more detail 
about service span and frequency for all of the 
routes in the study area. 

Transfers 
Transit Centers 
RTC operates two transit centers: 4TH STREET 
STATION in Downtown Reno and CENTENNIAL 
PLAZA in Downtown Sparks. Of the eight routes 

serving the study area, Routes 2, 5, 11, 13, 15, and 
17 originate at the 4th Street Station, and three 
routes serve CENTENNIAL PLAZA. Routes 2 and 11 
serve both transfer centers. The 4TH STREET 
STATION is open 7 days a week, with ticket vending 
machines and restrooms.  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  Routes Served Hours 
Information 

Booth 
Other Ameni-

ties Notes 

4TH ST 
STATION 

Routes 2, 2S, 
3CC, 3CL, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 
15, 18, 17, 19, 
RAPID, CON-
NECT, INTERCITY 

M – F 
7AM to 7 
PM 

  

Sat/Sun 8 
AM to 5 

Open during 
passenger 
service 
hours 

Ticket vending 
machines, 
restrooms, 
free WiFi 

Sierra Spirit stops 
and Amtrak Station 
are located within 
two blocks 

CENTEN-
NIAL 
PLAZA 

Routes 2, 11, 21, 
25, 26, 28, 54 

     Ticket vending 
machines, free 
WiFi 

As of March 2012, 
passenger services 
are closed until 
further notice 

Figure 3.  Transfer Centers  
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Transfer Opportunities  
Besides the transit centers, the following five bus 
stops are identified as transfer locations within 
the study area, shown in Figure 4 (also see Figure 
1). Of these locations, the intersection of 4th Street 
and Sutro Street is the most significant transfer 
opportunity, located at the intersection of four 
routes. A diagram of this intersection is shown in 
Figure 5. Other significant transfer opportunities 
occur where Route 2 intersects with the other 
routes in the study area, as these locations 
provide an opportunity for those who live, work, 
and visit the corridor to reach other destinations 
outside of the area.  

Corridor Ridership 
Corridor Boarding Activities 
The majority of boardings on Route 2 occur in the 
corridor (88%) although a large portion of that 
ridership boards at the 4th Street Station (31%) as 
can be seen in Figure 6. Over 1,700 people per day 
board Route 2 from within the Oddie Boulevard/
Wells Avenue study area. Route 17 also has a high 
percentage of ridership boarding in the study 
area, about 54% of its 832 average daily riders 
board at the 23 stops in the corridor.   

Route 11 has a relatively high number of 
boardings in the corridor, with 69% of its daily 
ridership boarding in the corridor (1,393 
passenger boardings). Route 11 provides frequent, 
direct service between the two transfer centers at 
4TH STREET STATION and CENTENNIAL PLAZA. 
Routes 5 and 15 also have a significant number of 
average daily boardings in the study area, 
comprising about 70% of each route’s total 
ridership, although most of these boardings occur 
at the transfer center. These routes both travel 

north-south along Sutro, serving the transfer point 
at 4th Street and Sutro Street and then continuing 
north towards Sun Valley. Excluding the 4th 4TH 
STREET STATION, the route with the highest 
proportion of daily ridership in the corridor is 
Route 2, followed by routes 11, 15, 5, 17, and 13.  
Ridership varies significantly within the study area. 
Figure 7 provides a map of the daily boarding 
activities for all of the routes serving the corridor. 
Ridership for stops that are served by multiple 
routes is displayed with a pie chart. As can be 
seen, routes 5 and 15 through the corridor have 
nearly equivalent boarding numbers at the stops 
served by both routes along Sutro. These routes 
connect study area neighborhoods to destinations 
north of the corridor. In addition, these routes 
equally connect to the 4th Street Station and 
support some north-south travel in the study area 

Route 2 heading towards 4TH STREET STATION 
(inbound) from CENTENNIAL PLAZA experiences 
the highest number of boardings at stops near the 
intersection of Orovada Street and Silverada, 
where the Sac’n Save is located. When traveling 
outbound, from the 4TH STREET STATION to 
CENTENNIAL PLAZA, Route 2 experiences peak 
ridership near 9th Street and Sutro Street and 
Prater at 13th Street, near Sparks High School and 

a residential area. There is also a number of 
inbound boardings on Wells Avenue at Sadleir 
Way.  

Routes 25 and 26 also experience high ridership in 
this area. Transfer analysis would be needed to 
understand this peak in ridership, but it is possible 
that high school students are boarding Routes 2, 
25, and 26 and transferring at CENTENNIAL PLAZA 
to other destinations. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Location City Routes 
1 E 4th St at Sutro St. Reno 5, 11, 13, 15 

2 E 9th St at Sutro St. Reno 2, 5, 15 

3 Valley Rd at Sadleir Way/Highland 
Ave 

Reno 2, 17 

4 Sutro St. at Wedekind Rd. Reno 5, 15 

5 Prater Way at Pyramid Way/7th St. Sparks 2, 25, 26 

Figure 4. Transfer Opportunities in the Corridor  

Figure 5. 4th and Sutro Transfer Locations  
Diagram  
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Figure 6. Corridor Boarding Activities by Route  
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Ridership varies significantly within the study area. 
Figure 7 provides a map of the daily boarding 
activities for all of the routes serving the corridor. 
Ridership for stops that are served by multiple 
routes is displayed with a pie chart. As can be 
seen, routes 5 and 15 through the corridor have 
nearly equivalent boarding numbers at the stops 
served by both routes along Sutro. These routes 
connect study area neighborhoods to destinations 
north of the corridor. In addition, these routes 
equally connect to the 4TH STREET STATION and 
support some north-south travel in the study area 

Route 2 heading towards 4TH STREET STATION 
(inbound) from Centennial Plaza experiences the 
highest number of boardings at stops near the 
intersection of Orovada Street and Silverada 
Boulevard, where the Sak n’ Save is located. When 
traveling outbound, from the 4TH STREET 
STATION to CENTENNIAL PLAZA, Route 2 
experiences peak ridership near 9th Street and 
Sutro Street and Prater Way at 13th Street, near 
Sparks High School and a residential area. There is 
also a number on inbound boardings on Wells 
Avenue at Sadleir Way.  

Routes 25 and 26 also experience high ridership in 
this area. Transfer analysis would be needed to 
understand this peak in ridership, but it is possible 
that high school students are boarding Routes 2, 
25, and 26 and transferring at Centennial Plaza to 
other destinations. 

Figure 7. Daily Boarding Activities, Weekday Off-peak Period (May 2011) 
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Corridor Area Transit Performance 
Ridership Analysis 
In 2011, based on two day counts in October, 
Route 2 appears to have the highest daily 
boardings in the mid-day period (as shown in 
Figure 8), peaking at 70 passengers at 2:00pm. 
This is likely related to non-work travel, such as 
school or medical/shopping based trips. Over a 
two-year period (July 2008-July 2011), Route 2 
was consistent with system wide ridership trends, 
including an overall decline in ridership from 2008 
numbers, and peaks occurring in March and 
September of each year. Higher ridership in March 
may be due to the lack of major holidays or 
vacations in the month and the higher overall 
number of workdays. The overall decline in 
ridership numbers over the past two years is likely 
a reflection of the U.S. economic downturn. 

 

Figure 8. Route 2 Daily Boardings by Hour 

Figure 9. Route 2 and System wide Ridership (July 2008-July 2011)  
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Productivity Analysis  
Productivity measures the number of passengers 
on a route compared to the overall hours of 
service provided by that route. In the 2011 Short 
Range Transit Plan analysis, routes 2, 5, 11, and 15 
ranked in the top third for productivity system 
wide, shown in Figure 10. These routes all 
experience high ridership through the corridor 
and at stops along Sutro Street and along 4th  

Street, have a relatively high number of daily 
boardings. Routes in the bottom third for system 
wide productivity include routes 26 and 17. These 
routes only serve the edge of the Oddie 
Boulevard/Wells Avenue corridor, and are not as 
likely to reflect the ridership patterns of key 
arterials in the corridor as are routes 2, 5, and 15. 

Route 2 is a relatively productive route, with 27 to 
32 passengers per service hour (shown monthly 
over a two year period in Figure 11).  Route 2 is 
generally more productive than the system wide 
average, although it has closely paralleled the 
system wide trends in increases and declines. 
Although productivity has not surpassed 2008 
numbers, overall the indicator has been increasing 
steadily since November 2010.  

Rank Route 
Top third 2, 5, 11, 15 

Middle third 9, 13, 25 

Bottom third 17, 26 

Figure 10. Corridor Service Productivity  

Figure 11.  Route 2 and System wide Productivity (July 2008-July2011)  
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On-Time Performance Analysis 
On-time performance, or schedule adherence, 
performance measure indicates how well transit 
service operates with respect to its scheduled 
running time. Traffic, delays in making left turns, 
excessive levels of passenger boarding, and high 
numbers of passengers boarding with mobility 
devices can all delay a bus and result in it running 
late. In addition, an excessively tight schedule with 
little slack or room to recover can increase the 
odds of a route running late.  

Schedule adherence data for October 2011 
indicates that Route 2 ran late at 6.7% of the time 
when measured at the scheduled time points, 
with the system average running closer to 5.0%. It 
also ran early 2.8% of the time, a little better that 
the system average. During the same period, 
Route 2S only ran late 1.5% of the time indicating 
that any inherent problems with the routing are at 
the east end of the service. The schedule 
adherence data are reported at the route level 
and the other routes largely operate outside of 
the study area making it difficult to identify any 
corridor-based performance issues. 

Corridor Facilities and Amenities 
Bus Stop Amenities in Oddie Boulevard/Wells 
Avenue Corridor 
Of the 140 stops located within the Oddie 
Boulevard/Wells Avenue study area (excluding the 
4th St Station), 27 stops have shelters, and another 
56 stops have a bench, as shown in Figure 14.  
However, 42 stop locations along the corridor 
have only a bus stop signage on the sidewalk, and 
lack any other amenities. The stop at Prater Way 
and 13th Street and the nearby stop at 15th Street/
E Street, both have high ridership on routes 2, 25, 

and 26, as discussed previously, and do not have 
any stop improvements. 

Figure 12.  Bus Stop Amenities near Oddie 
Boulevard/Wells Avenue Corridor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: Includes Route 17, although amenities for Route 17 are not depicted 
on the map  

 

 

Figure 13.  Bus Stop Amenities for Top 10 Boarding 
Activity Stops  

Note: Does not include transfer centers  

 

Bus Stop Type Num. of Stops 

Shelter 27 

Bench and Trash Can 27 

Bench 29 

Trash Can 15 

No Improvements 42 
Total 140 

Rank Stop Location Dir. Routes Served Stop Amenities Daily On* 
1 Prater/13th WB 2, 25, 26 No Improvements 160 

2 
Silverada/Fantastic (Sak 'n 
Save)  WB 2 Shelter 149 

3 Sutro/Oliver  SB 5 Shelter 115 
4 Northtowne/Lund (WalMart) SB 15 Shelter 102 
5 15th St/E St. WB 2, 25, 26 No Improvements 92 
6 Sutro/9th  NB 5, 15 Shelter 86 
7 Prater/El Rancho  EB 11 Shelter 73 
8 Sutro/9th  SB 5, 15 Shelter 72 
9 Greenbrae/Sullivan  WB 2 Bench and Trash Can 69 
10 9th/Sutro (West Hills) EB 2 Shelter 68 
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 Figure 14. Bus Stop Amenities Inventory along the Oddie Blvd / N Wells Ave Corridor  
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Fleet 
Buses that travel in the Oddie Boulevard/Wells 
Avenue corridor are standard size buses, which 
mean they are 30’ or 40’ in length. As of 
December 2011, RTC owned 59 buses that are in 
service, as well as 17 spare buses. Figure 15 
summarizes the fleet type and specifications of 
RTC buses. Most buses are standard size, and 
articulated buses (60 feet) are used for Rapid and 
some of the local routes.  All local routes are 
equipped with bike racks.  

Planned Changes 
In the RTC Short Range Transit Plan, Route 2 is 
identified among the top third most productive 
routes, as are routes 5, 11, and 15 in the corridor. 
Route 17 is identified in the bottom third for 
productivity. These rankings largely form the basis 
of the Service Hour Shift strategy for improving 
productivity and focusing transit investments.  

Proposed changes to routes in the corridor are 
summarized below: 

 Route 2: Eliminate Route 2 Short, provide new 
service on Pyramid Way. Further study is 
proposed for extension of Route 2 to Baring 
Boulevard/Vista Boulevard. 

 Route 11: In Option A, Route 11 would see 
extensions east and west (outside of study 
area) 

 Route 13: In Option C, Route 13 would cover 
the Reno Airport after Route 19 is eliminated. 

 Route 17: Eliminated 

 Route 25: Eliminated, service covered by 
Route 26 

 No change: Routes 5, 15, and 26. Further 
study on extending Route 5 into the 
employment belt. 

Summary 
As a result of their historical uses and access to 
surrounding land uses, Oddie Boulevard and Wells 
Avenue are not directly served by transit. 
However the corridor study area has service with 
Route 2 traveling on parallel streets and seven 
others routes connecting to segments of the study 
area. Key elements of this service include: 

 Route 2 provides a high frequency of service 
in the peak period, particularly between the 
4TH STREET STATION and Rock Boulevard.  

 Route 2 is a relatively productive route, 
performing better than the system wide 
average.  

 Ridership is highest in the corridor at the 
transfer location at 4th Street and Sutro Street, 
as well as 9th Street and Sutro Street, which is 
another transfer opportunity. Ridership also 
peaks on Route 2 near Sparks High School on 
Prater Way and 13th Street Routes 5 and 15 

both experience relatively high ridership in 
the corridor along Sutro.  

 Passenger amenities are provided throughout 
the corridor and can be improved on a few 
high ridership stops that do not have any 
amenities, including the stop at Prater Way 
and 13th  Street near Sparks High School. 

 Routes 26 and 17 are among the least 
productive in the system and are proposed to 
be eliminated or merged with routes that 
provide overlapping service. 

Service Type Fleet Size 
Seating 

Capacity Floor Type Bike racks 
Other Ameni-

ties 

Ride Standard (30’ and 40’) 26 to 44 Low-floor and  
standard 

2-3 racks on 
all buses 

  

Rapid Articulated (60’) 48 Low-floor None   

Connect Standard (40’) 40 Low-floor None   

Intercity Standard (40’) 40 Low-floor 3 racks Free WiFi 

Sierra Spirits 30’ 23 Low-floor None Free WiFi 

Figure 15. Buses Used in Corridor Service 
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Introduction 
The Reno-Sparks Oddie-Wells Corridor aims to 
identify transportation improvements that will 
increase multi-modal mobility options as well as 
support planned and future development. Leland 
Consulting Group, as a member of the project 
team, was charged with assessing market, 
economic, and development conditions for the 
study area. With this knowledge, the project team 
and the client will together be able to identify 
strategic, market-based development 
opportunities, implementation strategies, and 
ultimately prioritize key transportation 
investments.  

 
Key findings and opportunities for the study area 
are summarized below and explained in more 
detail on the following pages.  
 
The report concludes with a discussion of 
development opportunities along the corridor – 
places where properties may be ripe for 
redevelopment, “hot spots” where existing 
momentum can be used to further success, and 
areas that are already planned for significant 
investments. 
 
Demographic Summary 
Economic development opportunities in the study 
area will be supported by local economic and 

demographic conditions. Factors such as incomes, 
age of residents, household sizes, ethnicity, and 
education all play an important role in the type of 
housing that can be supported, the type of 
commercial services that will be in demand, and 
the types of physical environments that people 
desire. This section of the report describes current 
demographic conditions throughout the region in 
order to help inform the discussion of economic 
development opportunities in the future. The 
discussion begins with an overview of broad 
demographic shifts occurring at the national level 
and is then followed by a summary of local 
demographic conditions. 

 

National Generational Preferences 
Nationally, demographic shifts are altering 
consumer and real estate choices as baby boomers 
advance toward retirement and young people seek 
urban, high tech, and engaging ways to interact 
with their communities and space. Figure 16 
depicts the evolution of the population pyramid as 
baby boomers became a dominant demographic 
group and the subsequent growth in generations X 
and Y.   

 

 
 

Marketing Reconnaissance 

Figure 16. Population Pyramid to Population Rectangle  
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In the coming years, baby boomers will represent 
an increasingly important demographic with a 
large enough population to make important 
impacts on their communities.  

 The population of the United States has grown 
by approximately 9.7 percent between 2000 
and 2010. Approximately 52 percent of this 
growth resulted from population growth 
among Hispanics. 

 The oldest of the baby boomer generation 
turns 65 this year (2011). Over the next 20 
years, America’s over-65 population will more 
than double. As more Americans enter 
retirement, their needs and preferences for 
housing will shift as they seek more affordable 
and easy to maintain lifestyles. Baby boomers 
will also require greater medical care. 
Healthcare industry experts estimate that as 
much as 60 percent of all physician demand is 
driven by recipients over the age of 65. Senior 
citizens require approximately three times 
more physicians, in all categories of medicine, 
compared with younger age groups. This 
demand is only expected to grow as baby 
boomers age. 

 Generation Y (also known as the echo 
boomers), which encompasses youth born 
approximately between 1982 and 2000, is the 
largest generational group in the United States 
with approximately 80 million people. This 
demographic group is slightly larger than the 
roughly 75 million baby boomers. 

 Resulting in part from shifts in generational 
attitudes and largely because of a fledgling job 
market, stagnant income growth, and high 

student loan debt, young Generation  Y more 
than any previous generation will live with 
their parents longer. Currently, 30 percent of 
young people aged 24-35 live with their 
parents and many plan on doing so to save 
money. Likewise, 90 percent have less than 
$1,500 in assets and this generation averages 
approximately $24,000 in student loans. This 
phenomenon suggests a trend toward larger, 
multi-generational households as well as 
stalled new-home purchases among this 
generation. This also suggests that baby 
boomers will work longer into their retirement 
age, maintaining high incomes, more active 
lifestyles, and greater continued daily 
interaction with their tech-savvy children. 

 Both the baby boomers and Generation Y 
have similar consumer preferences. Generally, 
they both share a desire for quality over 
quantity, a sense of community and place, and 
a desire to live in more urban, walkable 
environments. Combined, these two 
generations will greatly impact how cities 
evolve over the next 20 years, driving more 
demand for infill in urbanized areas and 
significantly increasing the demand for 
multifamily housing. 

Preferring a simpler, more active lifestyle, 
approximately one-third of baby boomers will 
downsize and urbanize, favoring more walkable, 
urban communities. Feeling “forever young,” 
boomers will look for high quality engaging 
experiences, activities, good food, and shopping. 

 Livability is an economic development draw. 
Particularly for the technology and 
knowledge-based industries that will comprise 

most job growth in the future, the quality of 
life of the community is a major factor in 
business location decisions. Whereas in 
previous years employees moved to be close 
to their jobs, a new paradigm is emerging 
where it is the employers who move in order 
to be close to the talented workers they need 
to be successful. More and more, those 
workers are mobile and choose to live in 
communities with quality physical 
environments, outdoor recreation 
opportunities, cultural amenities, accessible 
transportation options, good schools, mixed-
use urban centers, and other factors.  

 More people are moving to downtowns and 
places that offer an “urban” lifestyle. Across 
the country, growing numbers of people—
particularly young professionals, baby 
boomers and young families—are settling in 
downtowns. Convenient access to shopping, 
amenities, entertainment, services, dining and 
recreational options within a short walk, bike 
ride, or drive, reduced commute times to 
work, and the convenience of living in a 
smaller home that requires less maintenance 
are just some of the reasons why downtown 
living is appealing to people of varied ages and 
demographics.  
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The Economic Impact of Hispanic-
Americans  
 By 2050, the population of the United States 

is expected to grow to approximately 438 
million from an estimated 308 million today. 
Approximately 82 percent of this growth will 
result from immigrants or their descendants 
arriving between 2005 and 2050. By 2050, it is 
expected that Hispanics will comprise 24.4 
percent of the population at 102.6 million 
people.  

 Much of the Hispanic-Americans population is 
young and will comprise a significant portion 
of Generation Y’s anticipated diversity. 
Currently, approximately 17.1 million Hispanic 
Americans (approximately one third) are 
under the age of 18, compared with only one 
fourth of the total population. 

 The importance of family and heritage is 
critical. Approximately 61 percent of Hispanic 
families in the US have young children. 

 In 2010, the buying power of Hispanics 
exceeded $1.036 trillion and is expected to 
grow to $1.482 trillion by 2015. This will 
account for approximately 10 percent of the 
nation’s total buying power. Hispanics have 
also shown greater increases in buying power 
since the early 1990s relative to the total 
population, and their preferences have had an 
impact on the sales of consumer products.  

 Likewise, shopping habits and percentage of 
household income spent on food have 
important impacts on retail sales in 
communities with larger Hispanic populations.  

 There are also similar impacts in household 
size and housing preferences. Hispanic 
households are larger and multigenerational, 
comprised, on average, of 3.54 persons 
relative to an average of 2.46 among non-
Hispanic households. Likewise, younger 
people tend to live with their parents longer 
than in white, non-Hispanic households 
(although members of Generation  Y are 
universally showing a greater propensity to 
live with their parents longer than any 
previous generation for financial reasons.) 

Innovations in Grocery 
Both independent grocers and national chain 
grocery stores are recognizing the economic 
impact and unique preferences of Hispanic 
shoppers. Below is a selection of just a few 
noteworthy small and national chains. 
 
MI PUEBLO FOOD CENTER 
Mi Pueblo Food Center is a successful chain of 
California grocery stores with 17 locations 
throughout the Bay Area and Central California. 
Mi Pueblo employs nearly 3,000 people 
throughout California. 
 
While Mi Pueblo focuses on maintaining low 
prices and high volume sales, the grocer also 
offers a vast produce department, meat 
department offering prepared meats “ready for 
barbeque,” a fresh bakery, and tortillerià, where 
Mi Pueblo private-label tortillas are made in 
house.  

MI TIENDA, HEB STORES 
Mi Tienda is a Latino-themed grocery store 
belonging to the parent chain, HEB, which 
operates more than 315 stores throughout Texas 

and Mexico. Mi Tienda, located in the Houston 
suburb of Pasadena, Texas, filled a 63,000 square 
foot grocery vacancy. This store offers unique 
features such as panaderia (where fresh desserts 
are made) a tortillerià, and a carneceria with 
marinated cuts of meat. The store also includes a 
restaurant and bar that serve freshly made drinks.  
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Local Demographic Conditions 
Within this national context, Reno-Sparks has 
experienced a decade of rapid growth and 
demographic change. This section of the report 
summarizes several demographic indicators in order 
to understand the study area and its surrounding 
context, especially to understand how conditions in 
the study area differ from those in the Reno-Sparks 
region as a whole. 
 
The map in Figure 17 depicts the study area and the 
larger primary trade area used for the demographic 
analysis. This primary trade area includes the study 
area plus an additional one to 1.5 mile buffer 
bounded by Plumb Lane/I-80 on the south, 
McCarran on the west and north, and the extent of 
Sparks development on the east. Due to the 
relatively narrow and small geography of the study 
area itself, it is useful to analyze the larger trade 
area in order to get a fuller and more statistically 
valid picture of existing conditions. Throughout this 
demographic analysis, trade area data are divided 
into East Side and West Side segments indicating 
Reno to the west and Sparks to the east. This data 
will subsequently be compared against the Reno 
Sparks MSA, state data, and where relevant, and 
against national data. 
 
Innovations in Entertainment  
CINEMA LATINO 
Cinema Latino is America’s theater chain to that is 
oriented to Hispanic audiences and shows a variety 
of first run American and Spanish films from 
throughout the United States and Latin America. 
 
Cinema Latino strives to create a holistic 
experience, greeting customers with signage in 

Spanish as well as Spanish-speaking staff and 
ambient Latin music in the lobby. The theaters offer 
a bi-cultural concessions menu, as well as a host of 
community events, cultural celebrations, and public 
service activities such as literacy and voter 
registration campaigns  
 

Four locations: 
1. Aurora, Colorado 
2. Fort Worth, Texas 
3. Pasadena, Texas 
4. Phoenix, Arizona 
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Figure 17. Map of Oddie-Wells Corridor Study Area, with Reno, Sparks Boundaries 

Source: Leland Consulting Group 
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As shown in Table 4, the Reno-Sparks MSA is 
comprised of just over 425,000 residents, of which 
just under 10 percent reside in the Oddie-Wells 
corridor area.   

 Within the metro area, Reno is the more 
populous of the two cities comprising 53 
percent of the metro population and 55 
percent of its households.  

 While Reno, Sparks, and Nevada in general, 
grew at a robust two to three percent 
annually over the last decade, the corridor 
actually contracted slightly in terms of 
population. 

 The average household size is nominally larger 
in Sparks, with 2.68 people per household 
rather than 2.43 in Reno. 

 The centrally located Oddie-Wells area has a 
much higher share of renter households (73%) 
relative to Reno, which in turn has more 
renters than Sparks. 

These and other demographic comparisons are 
summarized in Table 4 . 

Population Growth 
As shown in Figure 18, the region and trade area 
experienced growth over the past 10 years. 
However, the pace of growth in the trade area was 
much slower than the very rapid growth 
experienced in the region as a whole as well as at 
the state level.  
 
Key Findings 
 Nevada and metro Reno-Sparks growth far 

outpaced U.S. population increases over the 
past decade. 

 

 While Reno, Sparks and Nevada in general 
grew at a robust two to three percent 
annually over the last decade, the corridor 
actually contracted slightly in terms of 
population, losing 0.2 percent of its total 
population per year, on average. 

 

 

  
OW Corri-

dor 
City of 
Reno 

City of 
Sparks 

Reno-
Sparks MSA Nevada 

Population 2000 35,830 185,479 67,213 342,885 1,998,257 
Population 2010 35,185 225,221 90,264 425,417 2,700,551 

Annual Pct. Growth -0.2% 2.0% 3.0% 2.2% 3.1% 

Households 2010 13,852 90,924 33,502 165,187 1,006,250 
Percent Renters 2010 73% 52% 42% 41% 41% 
Average Household Size 2010 2.48 2.43 2.68 2.54 2.65 

Table 4. Demographic Comparisons of the Reno-Spark Trade Area, MSA, and State  

Source: U.S. Census, ESRI, Leland Consulting Group  

Figure 18. Annual Population Growth, Corridor vs. Regional Comparisons 2000-2010  

Source: U.S. Census, ESRI, Leland Consulting Group  
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Household Size 
Figure 19 illustrates the number of residents per 
household. As with most central urban locations, 
the primary trade area has a much higher 
proportion of one and two person households 
relative to the metro area and U.S. overall. 

Key Findings 
 Only 50 percent of corridor households live in 

a "family" arrangement (defined by the 
Census as two or more related people under 
one roof), versus 63 percent metro-wide and 
66 percent nationally. 

 The corridor skews very highly towards single-
occupancy households (fully 40 percent of 
total)— an ideal market for urban housing 
such as apartments, townhouses, 
condominiums, and senior housing. 

 Interestingly, the corridor also has almost 
2,000 households with five or more people 
(almost all within related "family" 
households). 

Age Distribution 
Figure 20 depicts the distribution of age groups 
throughout the primary trade area and larger 
Reno-Sparks MSA. Understanding the relevant age 
groups is particularly important in strategizing and 
merchandizing future development. Younger 
residents and baby boomers, as previously stated, 
will prefer more intimate, multi-modal, urban, 
mixed-use environments. 

Age Distribution Key Findings 
 The age distribution in the study area shows a 

significant skew towards children and young 

adults aged 20 to 34, relative to the MSA and 
nation overall. 

 Other age groups are slightly smaller, 
proportionally, than seen nationally. 

 The 20-24 age cohort, where both the City of 
Reno and the Oddie-Wells corridor are 
strongly represented, is a key segment of 
current and near-future apartment demand. 

Figure 20. Population by Age Group, 2010  

Source: U.S. Census, Leland Consulting Group  

Figure 19. Number of People per Household, 2010 Estimate  

Source: U.S. Census, ESRI, Leland Consulting Group  
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Race and Ethnicity 
Figure 22 illustrates the distribution of population 
by key race and ethnicity groups. The data reveals 
a strong presence of Hispanic residents that far 
exceeds the number both within the MSA and the 
national average. This can become especially 
relevant in identifying development and 
redevelopment opportunities, housing and retail 
composition and characteristics that meet the 
needs and appeal to the area’s diverse, multi-
cultural community.  

Key Findings 
 The trade area and metro area have 

historically low Black/African-American 
population relative to the nation. 

 Asian residents across all of Reno Sparks are 
representative of national rates, but skew 
higher for the trade area - accounting for 
approximately 7 percent of the population. 

 43 percent of all study area residents are 
Hispanic, nearly double the national share, 

and higher than the Reno-Sparks MSA overall 
(22 percent). 

 This Latino presence will continue to shape at 
least some of the flavor of redevelopment in 
the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 21. Population Age 20 to 24- 2010  

Source: U.S. Census, Leland Consulting Group  

Figure 22. Population by Key Race and Ethnicity Groups - 2010  

Source: U.S. Census, Leland Consulting Group  
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Income 
As depicted in Figure 23, the median household 
income in the study area is lower than the larger 
MSA by over $21,000. While incomes in Sparks 
overall are higher than in Reno, research on the 
4th Street corridor showed that central Sparks is 
actually less affluent than central Reno. 

Key Findings 

 Incomes in the trade area are significantly 
lower (25 percent) than in the Reno-Sparks 
MSA. 

 Incomes in central Sparks are considerably 
lower than suburban and exurban (areas 
beyond the suburbs) portions, helping to 
drive down the corridor's affluence. 

Education 
Figure 24 demonstrates the percentage of college 
educated residents within the trade area, MSA, 
and throughout the country. 

Key Findings 

 Both the City of Reno and the Oddie Wells 
corridor have lower rates of educational 
attainment as compared to the overall metro 
area and the national average. 

 Again, however, the higher educational 
attainment in Sparks is largely driven by 
suburban residents, rather than central 
Sparks. 

Figure 23. Median Household Incomes (2010 Est.)  

Source: U.S. Census, ESRI, Leland Consulting Group  

Figure 24. Educational Attainment: Percent College Educated with  
Some College or Higher (2010 Est.)  

Source: U.S. Census, ESRI, Leland Consulting Group  
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Development Context: Reno-Sparks 
Real Estate Trends 
In addition to understanding distribution of 
residents and employment in the trade area and 
throughout the Reno-Sparks area, it is equally 
critical to understand the development context 
for a variety of real estate sectors including 
housing, retail, and employment (which includes 
office and industrial development). The following 
charts and summaries depict current market 
conditions for development in the area. This helps 
set the stage for the subsequent evaluation of 
development opportunities at specific opportunity 
sites (or districts) identified through the corridor 
planning process. 

Although Reno-Sparks has felt the pain of the 
current recession, it is not alone in the decline in 
development activity and reduction of permit 
activity in similar cities. Compared to other cities 
such as Sacramento, California, Boise, Idaho, 
Bend, Oregon, and Salt Lake City, Utah, Reno’s 
growth in development activity was less explosive 
pre-recession, although the drop-off since the 
recession is very similar to other cities. Compared 
to Las Vegas, Reno has had a comparable tumble, 
but, notably, it began its steepest decline about 
one year earlier than Las Vegas.  

 The past three years have seen a greater 
share of permits for multifamily housing than 
any other year since 2000. 

 But this increase is somewhat masked by the 
massive drop-off in overall activity. 

 

 

 

Employment 
Figure 26 presents employment data beginning in 
2006 to illustrate the effects of the current 
recession. As with other indicators such as 
building permits (and most likely directly related 
due to construction employment), the drop-off in 
the Reno area began sooner and has been more 
severe than in Las Vegas, the state, and the 
nation. By 2009, when national employment 
losses began to level off, Reno continued to 
experience ongoing decline. 

Key Findings 
 Job growth in Nevada has been strong and 

steady over the past two decades, far 
outpacing national employment gains. 

 Only a minor slowdown in statewide growth 
during the tech bust of 2001-2003 (while the 
U.S. essentially flat-lined). 

 Nevada has been disproportionately 
impacted by the current housing/banking 
sector recession. 

 From 2006 to 2010, Reno employment 
dropped 8.3% --more than twice as far 
(percentage-wise) as the nation and two 
points more than Las Vegas or statewide 

Other key findings related to specific job 
categories: 

 Jobs in accommodations continued their 
decline as Reno continues to lose market 
share to Las Vegas and tribal gaming in 
California. 

Figure 25. Building Permit Trends, Reno-Sparks MSA 2000-2010  

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics/HUD; and Leland Consulting Group  
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 Nevertheless, jobs in dining and drinking 
establishments increased, supporting the 
broader demographic trends that indicate 
the importance of food and dining for the 
baby boom and Generation Y populations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Housing Market Conditions 
A number of factors are contributing to important 
changes in the housing market. Over the long 
term, large demographic groups such as baby 
boomers and generations X and Y are opting out 
of large single-family detached homes for more 
urban, multifamily housing within a walkable 
distance of retailers, amenities, and services. 
These demographic groups are often 
characterized as one and two person 
households—which typically constitute the 
majority of downtown and urban residents. 

At the same time, the housing market throughout 
the country has suffered substantially as a result 
of the economic downturn. High unemployment, 
high rates of foreclosure, and frozen capital 
markets have contributed to a decline in home 
values and impaired growth in new construction 
of single family detached homes, as is evident in 
Figure 25.   

Nevada has been particularly plagued by 
foreclosures, showing the highest foreclosure rate 
in the country for 58 straight months in November 
of this year at one in every 180 homes. Washoe 
County has shown improvement relative to the 
state with a rate of one in every 218 units or 2.6 
times the national average. 

In response to downsizing and urbanizing 
boomers, young Generation X and Y urban 
residents, and a trending shift toward rentals 
during challenging economic times, multifamily 
development nationally is showing greater 
strength. Currently unable to seek financing for 
other project or land-use types, developers with 
multifamily projects are seeing the greatest 

Figure 26. Employment Declines in the Current Recession Since 2006 (baseline), Reno/Sparks, Las 
Vegas, State, Nation, 2006-2010 

Source: Nevada State Labor Market Information; and Leland Consulting Group 
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enthusiasm from debt and equity sources. This is 
especially true in larger gateway markets.  

Tables 5 and 6 below demonstrate the supply 
conditions, rents, and vacancies by unit type for 
rental housing. 

Key Findings 
Vacancy rates across the metro area have been 
inching up from approximately 5.5% in the second 
quarter of 2011 to 6.6% entering into 2012. 

The lowest rental vacancies are found in 
Northeast Reno, which encompasses the study 
area corridor. These low rental vacancies indicate 
potential for the future development of rental 
housing. 

West Sparks/North Valleys, including the eastern 
portion of the corridor, have rents and occupancy 
generally on par with the metro-wide total.  

Three-bedroom units within the metro area show 
the highest vacancy, while one-bed/one-bath 
units indicate the lowest vacancy. 

Commercial Market Conditions 
Dramatic shifts in commercial real estate, due in 
part to a struggling economy and in part due to 
industrial changes have had dramatic impacts on 
commercial real estate that are likely to impact 
commercial real estate for the long haul. Through 
the economic downturn, vacancies across all 
commercial sectors (retail, office, and industrial) 
rose dramatically. Unemployment and fledgling 
consumer confidence have left retail on weak 
footing, which has in turn had a significant impact 
on manufacturing, warehousing, distribution. 
Office vacancies remain relatively high, 
particularly in non-gateway cities, putting 
downward pressure on rents and concessions and 
allowing otherwise unaffordable urban space to 
become available to a larger selection of tenants. 
This may suggest a shift from suburban office 
space to more desirable downtown locations. 

The following sections detail further commercial 
conditions. 

Retail Market 
The retail sector is among the fastest changing 
and most challenging of real estate assignments. 
While the economy has had a dramatic impact on 
retail development, largely stalling new 
construction retail centers, larger industry shifts 
have taken place in response to consumer 
interests, internet competition, and analytics that 
are helping retailers better understand and cater 
to the needs of their target customers. 

Both baby boomers and Generation Y, two of the 
largest demographic groups, are increasingly 
valuing more intimate, personal retail 
experiences. In response, retailers are 
reevaluating their formats, opting for smaller 
format stores with more targeted merchandising 
for specific and localized customer interests.  

Likewise, retailers have increasingly seen immense 
challenges from online sales. In response, some 
are using the internet to divert traffic to their 
stores, while other retailers are opting for 
enhancing the shopping experience with better 
amenities and environments that transform 
shopping from a task to an experience.  

Finally, with the loss of many big-box retailers, 
shopping centers are finding strength in food-
oriented anchors. Grocery-anchored retailers have 
performed well and are expected to continue to 
succeed in the coming years. 

Key Findings 

 The Reno-Sparks area has nearly 15.5 million 
square feet of retail space of which almost 17 
percent is vacant.   

Unit Type Avg. Rent 
Vacancy 

Rate 
Studio $463 6.3% 
1 Bed, 1 Bath $680 5.6% 
2 Bed, 1 Bath $756 7.3% 
2 Bed, 2 Beth $913 6.8% 
Townhouse $1,074 7.4% 
3 Bed, 2 Bath $1,070 9.0% 
All Types $822 6.6% 

Source: Johnson-Perkins; and Leland Consulting Group 

Table 5. Supply Conditions by Unit Type, Reno-
Sparks Metro Q4 2011  

Submarket Avg. Rent 
Vacancy 

Rate 
Northwest Reno $895 4.7% 
Northeast Reno $753 7.2% 
W. Sparks/N. Valley $715 5.1% 
East Sparks $934 4.6% 
West Reno $747 1.3% 
Southwest Reno $684 5.2% 
Brinkby/Grove $583 12.9% 
Airport $713 6.3% 
Lakeridge $935 3.5% 
Southeast Reno $851 5.9% 
Overall Reno-Sparks $822 6.6% 

Table 6. Average Rents and Vacancy Rates by Sub-
market  

Source: Johnson-Perkins; and Leland Consulting Group 
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 Vacancies within the trade area, characterized 
by the dark green shading in Table 7, are 
especially high at 52.7 percent in Reno, showing 
a net absorption of -4,943 square feet. An 
additional 301,023 square feet of retail space is 
under construction and slated to enter the 
larger MSA in the coming years. This indicates 
enormous challenges for justifying new 
construction of additional retail space for 
several years. 

 Considering that retail vacancy rates of 5 to 7% 
are generally considered to indicate a "healthy 
equilibrium", the current Reno-Sparks overall 
vacancy of almost 17% shows a retail market in 
distress.  

 Market additions made prior to the 2007-08 
downturn have hurt retail performance among 
existing stores and have had difficulty leasing up 
themselves. 

 Representing less than 10% of retail supply, 
regional centers in Reno-Sparks boasted lower 
vacancy and much higher asking rents versus 
other configurations (see Table 7. Retail Supply 
Conditions by Shopping Center Type, Reno-
Sparks Q2-2011). 

 Relative to other major U.S. retail markets, 
Reno-Sparks is near the U.S. overall average in 
terms of rents but has considerably higher 
vacancy. 

 Although Las Vegas is next-highest in terms of 
rents (see appendix), the jump is considerable 
($15.61 to $17.33). 

 Reno's retail space is pricier than other western 
region metro areas like Boise, Denver, Fresno, 
Stockton and Bakersfield, but at the cost of 
higher vacancy than any of these. 

 Larger northern California markets of San 
Francisco, Oakland, San Jose and Sacramento all 
have both higher rents and higher occupancy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Shopping Cen-
ter Type Buildings Inventory 

Vacant 
s.f. Vacancy 

Net Absorp-
tion 

Under Con-
struction 

Avg 
Asking 
Rent 

Reno Redev 10 196,391 103,468 52.7% -4,943 - $1.53 
Sparks Redev 4 69,715 9,521 13.7% - - $1.00 
Airport 6 226,537 29,506 13.0% 5,200 - $1.85 
Kietzke 11 1,109,151 217,749 19.6% - - $1.19 
N Reno 2 52,672 15,814 30.0% - - $1.75 
S Virginia 6 170,873 22,136 13.0% - - $1.20 
Sparks Indus-
trial 2 23,822 8,744 36.7% - - $2.13 
W Sparks 15 1,681,037 229,169 13.6% - - $1.45 
Park Lane 19 948,977 334,226 35.2% -5,977 - $1.03 
Meadowood 30 3,296,451 442,009 13.4% 186,070 - $1.12 
N Valleys 8 415,518 174,819 42.1% -130,044 170,000 $1.39 
NE Sparks 14 1,814,712 336,824 18.6% 1,464 131,023 $1.81 
NW Reno 17 1,510,781 246,653 16.3% -1,800 - $1.26 
S Reno 15 2,139,950 140,945 6.6% 4,042 - $1.87 
SW Reno 5 240,900 31,629 13.1% - - $1.68 
Spanish 
Springs 12 1,599,300 268,586 16.8% -39,964 - $1.42 
Total 176 15,496,787 2,611,798 16.9% 14,048 301,023 $1.38 

Table 7. Retail Supply Conditions, Reno-Sparks - by Submarket Q2-2011 

Source: Colliers International; and Leland Consulting Group  
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Office Market 
As mentioned above, the office market nationally 
has been challenged by high vacancies, which 
creates opportunities for office users and property 
owners alike. High vacancies indicated a poor 
likelihood of additional development for many 
years to come. However, pressure on property 
owners to fill vacancies in desirable downtown 
locations may compel office users attracted to 
urban amenities to move downtown. This may 
present an opportunity for downtown office 
owners who are interested in rehabbing their 
spaces for smaller tenants. 

Key Findings for Supply Trends 

 As with retail space, the Reno-Sparks office 
market is stressed. Overall vacancies are 
approaching 20 percent, compared to a 10-15 
percent range generally considered "healthy 
equilibrium." 

 As of the fourth quarter of 2011, Reno's office 
space has seen slight improvement in 
occupancy versus a year prior. 

 Asking rents, however, remain stagnant. 

 Tight commercial lending, together with soft 
market conditions, have brought construction 
activity to a tentative halt. 

Key Findings for Supply Conditions 

 Downtown, in particular, with almost over 
300,000 out of 1.3 million s.f. (approx 23 
percent) standing vacant, has substantial 
space to absorb before new construction is 
warranted. 

 Class A space (the highest quality buildings in 
the market), is general, is faring better than 

classes B and C (older and less desirable 
location and space). 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

  Buildings Inventory Vacancy 
Net Absorp-

tion 
Under Con-

struction 

Average  
Asking 

Rent 
Q4-11 214 6,887,698 19.7% -72,413 - $1.54 
Q3-11 214 6,887,698 19.1% 21,143 - $1.59 
Q2-11 214 6,872,139 19.4% 17,463 - $1.59 
Q1-11 214 6,875,146 20.4% -19,897 - $1.62 
Q4-10 214 6,875,146 20.4% 196,885 7,484 $1.60 
Q3-10 212 6,802,108 22.0% 6,421 7,484 $1.48 
Q2-10 211 6,802,108 22.0% -34,913 7,484 $1.50 
Q1-10 211 6,802,108 21.5% - 10,000 $1.50 

Table 8. Office Supply Trends, Reno-Sparks Q1-2010 to Q2-2011  

Source: Colliers International; and Leland Consulting Group  

Submarket Class Buildings Inventory Vacancy 

2011 Net 
Absorp-

tion 
Avg asking 
rent/sf/mo 

Downtown A 4 547,696 16.8% 23,651 $1.92 
  B 16 529,285 21.5% 10,143 $1.53 
  C 14 247,845 26.5% 7,343 $1.12 
  Total 35 1,324,826 20.6% 41,137 $1.55 
              
SUBURBAN TO-
TAL A 74 3,000,113 16.6% -43,148 $1.67 
  B 62 1,640,954 19.1% -26,503 $1.47 
  C 44 921,805 22.7% -22,756 $1.32 
  Total 180 5,562,872 18.4% -92,407 $1.53 
              
MARKET TOTAL A 78 3,547,809 17.7% 19,497 $1.74 
  B 78 2,170,239 21.3% 16,360 $1.29 
  C 58 1,169,650 22.7% 15,413 $1.13 

  Total 214 6,887,698 19.7% 51,270 $1.46 

Table 9. Office Supply Conditions, Reno-Sparks Submarkets Q4-2011  

Source: Colliers International; and Leland Consulting Group  
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Industrial Market 
As previously mentioned, industrial development 
has been challenged by declines in manufacturing 
and retail sales which have limited space needed 
in manufacturing, warehousing, and distribution 
facilities. With retail sales on the rise, we can 
expect to see nominal gains in warehousing and 
distribution, but the quantity of vacancy in Reno-
Sparks will not justify new development for quite 
some time.  
Key Findings: 
 Reno's industrial market has been especially 

hard-hit by the ongoing recession, as well as 
the longer-term manufacturing sector decline 
nationwide (compare 14.6 percent vacancies 
with 5-7 percent "equilibrium" level for this 
sector). 

 Positive net absorption in recent quarters has 
begun to chip away at the inventory overhang, 
but new construction remains non-existent. 

 Metro R&D/Flex properties have double the 
asking rents, but are dwarfed by industrial and 
warehouse/distribution space inventories. 

 Warehousing & distribution space has much 
higher current vacancy and lower rents than 
other industrial space. 

Key Market Findings 
 Reno is in the midst of a severe recession, with 

many economic indicators worse than those 
for comparable cities. 

 However, long-term trends indicate that 
growth will return, particularly for multifamily 
housing, especially that which is targeted for 
seniors and younger Generation Y. 

 While overall retail markets are extremely 
weak, demographic trends will support 
modest amounts of development, especially 
food and dining that appeal to local markets 
and residents. 

 The region and the State experienced growth 
over the past 10 years. However, the pace of 
growth in the trade area was much slower 
than the very rapid growth experienced in the 
region as a whole as well as at the state level 
and the trade area experienced a contraction 
in population within that time. 

 The corridor skews very highly towards single-
occupancy households and renters and 
younger residents under the age of 24. 
National demographic trends—particularly 
with regard to Generation Y—indicate a 
greater preference for urban, walkable, 
mixed-use places. This suggests that the 
corridor would be an ideal market for urban 

housing such as apartments, townhouses, 
condominiums, and senior housing.  

 The trade area is comprised of a large Hispanic 
population, a much larger share than the MSA 
as a whole and nearly double the national 
share. Evaluating future development 
opportunities should consider the retail, 
residential, and employment needs and 
preferences of this population. 

 Both incomes and educational attainment 
rates are lower in the corridor than 
throughout the larger MSA.  

 
Development Opportunities 
This section of the report discusses opportunities 
for redevelopment along the corridor, where new 
investment could inform the planning process by 
prioritizing transportation improvements where 
they will best catalyze future development, by 
refining the types of improvements that will be 
needed to serve future development, and by 
identifying areas where new development could 
potentially help fund the desired investments.  

This section also quantifies and characterizes the 
type of development that might be possible at 
each location in order to provide additional 
specificity to the corridor project. These 
development programs are informed by the 

market reconnaissance (building on 
demographic and economic trends), 
known projects and plans, public 
policies guiding the corridor, and 
community input gathered throughout 
the project. For each development 
opportunity, a brief discussion of 
implementation strategies and funding 
tools is also included. 

  Bldgs Inventory  Vacancy 
Net Absorption 

(Q2) 
Under 
Const. Avg Asking Rent 

              
Total 1,191 73,995,188 14.6% 814,857 - $0.36 

Industrial 906 36,149,333 11.4% 48,356 - $0.42 
R&D/FLEX 11 272,747 20.5% 243 - $0.71 
Whse/Distribution 269 37,573,108 17.8% 766,258 - $0.36 

Table 10. Industrial Supply Conditions by Type, Reno-Sparks, Q4-2011  

Source: Colliers International; and Leland Consulting Group  
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Opportunity Areas 

As Wells Avenue and Oddie Boulevard pass 
through Reno and Sparks, the character of the 
adjacent land uses changes considerably, 
ranging from the sprawling Livestock Events 
Center, the back edge of single-family 
neighborhoods, and Paradise Park in Reno, to 
a combination of occupied and vacant retail 
and a combination of single-family, 
multifamily, and assisted living housing in 
Sparks. Each of these context areas provide 
ample capacity for new uses to occur over 
time, attracting investment that can serve 
existing and future residents and strengthen 
the vitality of the entire corridor. 

The following opportunity areas have been 
identified: 

 Livestock Events Center: At approximately 
43 acres in size, this site has significant 
capacity to add uses or redevelop with new 
uses. Included in this opportunity are 
several vacant and underutilized properties 
across the street along Oddie Boulevard. 

 Former Lowe’s and nearby shopping 
centers: From the former Lowe’s home 
improvement store eastward to Sullivan 
Lane, there is a wide swath of vacant 
commercial property and underutilized 
commercial buildings. Collectively, these 
sites could be used for a variety of 
redevelopment options. 

 
 
 

Livestock Events Center  
Key Assets 
 Large site 
 Relatively few substantial existing 

structures 
 Proximity to downtown Reno 
 Proximity to UNR 
 Proximity to I-80 and 395 onramps 
 Multiple local entry points 

 
Potential Development Uses 
UNR Arena: The site is already mentioned in the 
UNR Master Plan as a potential location for an 
arena.  

Olympics Arena: Should Reno-Tahoe be chosen for 
the 2022 Winter Games, the site would also be a 
potential location for an indoor events venue.  This 

dovetails with the above plans for a new 
University arena at this location. 

Support retail: For parcels on the north side of 
Oddie Boulevard as well as properties along the 
edges of the main site, commercial uses such as 
retail, restaurants, and services could be added. 
These would benefit from the high visibility of 
Oddie Boulevard and Wells Avenue and could 
provide opportunities to activate the site when 
there are not events. They would draw their 
customer base from the ongoing expansion of UNR 
and surrounding neighborhoods. There could also 
be limited potential for mixed uses (commercial 
and housing) on the north side of the street.  

Timing/Phasing 
The timing of any Olympics-related buildings 
would obviously be tied to being ready by 2022. 
Other projects could occur sooner than that and 
would be related to numerous factors such as 
fundraising progress at UNR and the timing of the 
relocation of existing uses.  

Implementation Strategy 
Multiple public-private and public-public 
partnerships will be needed to fully accomplish the 
above projects. Partnerships between the Reno-
Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority, City of 
Reno, UNR, and other parties will be needed in 
order to coordinate development, leverage 
opportunities, and establish a shared vision for 
this node.  
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Oddie Boulevard Shopping Centers  
Key Assets 
 Large sites 
 Relatively few substantial existing structures 
 Proximity to US 395 on ramps 
 Multiple local entry points 
 Adjacent to significant residential population 
 Proximity to key amenities such as Paradise 

Park, major retailers, churches, and several 
schools 

 TOD zoning allows for a wide range of uses 
 Location in a redevelopment area 
 
Potential Development Uses 
While currently (or formerly) in retail uses, these 
sites could be aggregated to create a very large site 
(potentially up to 40 acres). With a site of such 
size, many redevelopment options are possible as 
it provides enough land to incorporate a range of 
uses that combine to create a true sense of place 
and not just a standalone project.  

Given market conditions, such as, high retail 
vacancies, stiff competition from newer centers, 
and changing consumer preferences, it is not likely 
that retail demand will ever be high enough to 
redevelop these sites entirely as retail uses. 
Conversely, demographic shifts are indicating a 
growing demand for a range of housing types, 
some of which are not currently present in the 
Sparks market. Attached housing that appeals to 
Generation Y and retiring Baby Boomers would 
likely be viable given the site’s central location in 
the region and proximity to residential amenities 
noted above. In order to develop the project in a 
shorter timeframe, this could include a diversity of 
housing projects that would simultaneously appeal 
to unique market segments (and thus not compete 
against one another). These could include: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Urban apartments: Stacked urban flats 
(studios to two or three bedrooms). Distinct 
from the garden apartment complexes 
prevalent in the area, these would provide a 
more integrated environment with other 
elements of the project and could face 
outwards directly onto Oddie Blvd. In addition 
to the growing youth population in Sparks, 
these apartments could appeal to UNR 
students seeking housing options close to the 
campus. 

 Senior housing: The growth of the over-65 
population will drive demand for housing 
options that allow for seniors to age in place, 
especially in locations that are within walking 
distance of shopping, parks, and other 

amenities. Senior housing can range from 
standalone apartment developments to 
continuing care centers that include a range of 
age and need-specific products from 
independent living up to assisted care. 

 Townhomes or row houses: Attached single 
family homes that provide a low-maintenance 
lifestyle with the independence of single-
family living. These are typically built as for-
sale products, but can include products 
specifically built for the rental market. 

In addition to the residential component, some 
retail and services would be appropriate in order 
to serve the new housing as well as close-in 
neighborhoods adjacent to the site. Retail that 
would best serve the residential population would 
include: 

 Small to medium sized grocery stores (15,000 
to 35,000 square feet), potentially including 
specialty stores that cater to ethnic 
populations represented in the area (e.g., 
Hispanic grocery). 

 Restaurants: Restaurants can help create 
ambiance and provide an amenity to attract 
residents. 

 Services: Dry cleaners, banks, mail centers, 
salons, and other personal services. 

 Medical: Small clinics, doctors, and dentists. 
Health care will remain one of the strongest 
employment growth sectors over the coming 
decade. 

 Small offices: Realtors, financial advisors, and 
other small businesses. 
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Commercial elements of the project should be 
located at key corners or points of entry and 
should be combined so as to create a critical mass 
and avoid diluting retail throughout the entire site. 
 
Other options could include attracting a major 
institutional user such as a school (e.g., Sparks High 
School) or a major employer who would develop a 
business campus on part of the site. 
 
Timing/Phasing:  
Based on demographic shifts, the residential 
components of the concept could likely be 
developed in the short term, most likely in several 
phases. 

Commercial and retail components would likely be 
in later phases, however there may be one or more 
retail niches that are currently underserved in the 
area despite the significant overall vacancy rate  
 
Implementation strategy:  
The sites benefit greatly from their presence in a 
redevelopment area, which could potentially 
enable the City of Sparks to be a redevelopment 
partner in one of several ways: 

 Land assembly: In areas where there are 
multiple property owners, land assembly can 
be one of the greatest tools that cities can use 
to pave the way for new investment. 

 Development assistance: Depending on city 
policies, the quality and design of proposed 
uses, and other investment criteria, the city 
could provide financial assistance to proposed 
projects.  

 
Depending on ownership patterns, redevelopment 
may be done entirely by the private sector. If 

public land assembly is used, a RFQ/RFP process 
could be used to attract one or more qualified 
developers to develop the project according to a 
structured public-private partnership where public 
goals and targets for quality, design, density, and 
amenities are protected.  
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Oddie Boulevard | Wells Avenue Corridor Study 

Summary 
Beginning with the western edge of the corridor 
(Kuenzli Lane) and traveling east, the following is a 
summary of the opportunities and challenges 
surrounding implementation of multi-modal 
improvements, safety improvements, neighborhood 
accessibility, and redevelopment.  (For reference 
purposes, the corridor has been divided into 
segments for the purposes of the discussion below.) 
 
Kuenzli Lane to Interstate 80 

The major feature of this segment is the Wells 
Avenue overpass.  The overpass presents a significant 
barrier for pedestrians and cyclists.  Currently, the 
Wells Avenue overpass does not include sidewalks or 
bike lanes.  The slope of the overpass does not 
encourage bikes on the overpass itself.  Access across 
the Truckee River for pedestrians and bikes can be 
accommodated with the use of the old Wells Avenue 
bridge located underneath the overpass, however, 
north/south access is hindered by the ReTRAC train 
trench.  An opportunity to construct a pedestrian 
bridge from the terminus of Morrill Drive to the cul-
de-sac bulb on Commercial Row would provide the 
necessary pedestrian north/south linkage. 
 
The south side of the 6th Street/Wells Avenue 
intersection had several concerns identified during 
the walking audit of the corridor.  These concerns 
include the west side of the overpass, which is under 
lit with overgrown vegetation that has safety 
concerns.  The east side of the overpass has a couple 

of challenges in that the wall of the overpass has 
evidence of being a graffiti magnet.  Additionally, the 
crosswalk to the pork chop island has an obscured 
site distance due to the overpass retaining wall.   
 
A development opportunity site is located at the 
southeast corner of 6th Street.  This vacant site 
would likely take access from 5th Street and Morrill 
Avenue and has limited visibility from the main 
thoroughfare, Wells Avenue. 
 
Finally, within this segment, the Interstate 80 
interchange is a challenge.  The width under the 
overpass is narrow and currently only has sidewalk on 
the east side.  Also, bike lanes are not present within 
this segment, nor under the overpass.   
 

Opportunities & Challenges 
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Interstate 80 to Sutro Street 

This segment is dominantly characterized by the 
Livestock Events Center.  The Events Center parcel, as 
discussed in the Trends section of the Introduction 
for this report, presents an opportunity for 
redevelopment and intensification.  Plans for this 
area to be utilized as a new multi-use sports arena 
are shown in the University of Nevada campus 
master plan and the property is being discussed as a 
venue for the 2022 Winter Olympic Games bid.  
Where the Livestock Events Center property presents 
a significant opportunity within this segment, the 
property located directly west of the events center 
presents an equally significant challenge.  The 
property located on the southwest corner of Wells 
Avenue and Sadleir Way is home to the UNR Farms 
greenhouse.  The property is said to have deed 
restrictions that would preclude it from 
intensification or development other than agriculture 
or open space.  The property is identified as such 
(agriculture/open space) in the UNR campus master 
plan. 
 
This segment contains existing right of way that is 
sufficient enough to currently provide on-street 
parking (between Sadleir Way and Winston Drive) 
and bike lanes.  These are unique, as this is the only 
segment that currently has bike lanes.   
 
It should be noted that the right of way on the curve 
between Winston Drive and Sutro Street is 
abnormally large, ranging from 99’ to 119’.  The 
Livestock Events Center parking lot extends into the 
right of way on the south side of the curve.  
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Sutro Street to US 395 

One major differentiating feature of this segment 
with the former segment described above is the 
terminus of sidewalks.  Generally, there are no 
sidewalk facilities on Oddie Boulevard east of Sutro 
Street.  Further, no formal bicycle facilities are 
present as well. 
 
The Sutro Street to US 395 segment is generalized by 
the adjacency of single family neighborhoods to both 
the north and south.  Challenges for this segment 
revolve around the lack of access into the 
neighborhoods.  Access to the neighborhoods both 
north and south of Oddie Boulevard are currently 
from Sutro Street and Montello Street.  Additional 
access points have been removed with previous 
access management restrictions.  Additional accesses 
into the northern single family neighborhood can be 
reintroduced at: 
 
 Citron Street—existing right of way remains, 

although the paved section of the former street 
has been removed 

 Desna Street—a vacant parcel could provide an 
additional access point, although the parcel is 
only one property removed from Montello 
Street. 

 Helena Avenue—the existing street currently 
extends to the Oddie Boulevard right of way, 
however the terminus has been fenced to 
restrict access.  It should be noted that at this 
location, residents have cut and bent back the 
chain link fencing to gain pedestrian access. 

 
The northern side of Oddie Boulevard presents greater 
opportunities for reintroducing access to the adjacent 
neighborhoods, as the residential street patter is in a 
north/south orientation and existing former access 
points are present.  Providing additional access to the 
southern neighborhood is more problematic.  
Currently, there are no former streets stubbed to the 

right of way, nor are there any vacant lots.  Future 
considerations may require the assessment of 
acquiring property to provide additional access to this 
neighborhood. 
 
Another characteristic of this segment is the non-
uniformity of the fencing along the right of way.  
Fencing is typically “double layered” with chain link 
fencing on the right of way side and privacy fencing on 
the residential side, constructed of varying materials.  
This lack of uniformity of fencing material speaks to 
some of the concepts of CPTED (Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design).  The “broken window” 
theory anticipates that as residential features, such as 
fencing begin to decay and are left un-kept, additional 
properties will treat their properties in a similar 
fashion.  This segment of the corridor can benefit from 
uniform streetscape and fencing. 
 
A “ghost lane” is present on the south side of Oddie 
Boulevard beginning on the west side of the NDOT 
access control and continuing through the US 395 
interchange.  This extra lane provides an opportunity 
for bike facilities on the south side through the 
interchange.  Further, it was noted during the walking 
audit that a “no man’s land” exists in the southwestern 
quadrant of the interchange where a gap is formed 
between the sound walls and residential fences.  This 
area could serve as a location for unsavory activities. 
 
Finally, it should be noted that several properties 
within this segment were noted to have rear auxiliary 
access to the single family lots.  Typically, these rear 
accesses are for recreational vehicles and rear yard 
storage.  Outreach to neighbors in these lots should be 
included in the overall corridor outreach strategy with 
educational opportunities regarding the dangers of 
having uncontrolled private access to their lots. 
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US 395 to Sullivan 

This segment is the heart of the Oddie Boulevard 
commercial node with the majority being within Sparks 
Redevelopment District 2A.  Apart from a small 
segment of sidewalk in front of the vacated Lowe’s 
property, no sidewalks are present throughout this 
segment.  For the purposes of demonstrating the need 
for sidewalks, the existing conditions exhibits provided 
in the appendix of this report identify the visible and 
observed pedestrian routes that meander through 
private properties, shoulders, landscape, parking lots, 
and drive thrus.   
 
The existing pedestrian bridge on the west side of 
Silverada Boulevard was studied to assess how much it 
is used (see the Pedestrian section of this report for 
data and analysis).  In summary, the bridge is 
significantly underutilized and may be a candidate for 
removal.  Additionally, crosswalk features within the 
Silverada Boulevard intersection are confusing, 
inconsistent, and require improvements.  It was 
observed during the walking audit for the project that 
pedestrians would opt to not use the crosswalk when 
crossing east/west on the north side because of access 
control fencing associated with the pedestrian bridge. 
 
The land uses on the east side of the US 395 
interchange are dominated by mobile home parks.  
While very viable currently, mobile home parks present 
a long term opportunity for future intensification and 
redevelopment because they are under common 
ownership and do not require assembling properties in 
the future.   
 
The land uses between Silverada Boulevard and 
Sullivan Lane can be segregated into two uses: 
commercial shopping centers and a regional park.  The 
north side of Oddie Boulevard is dominated by 
commercial properties.  There are opportunities for 
redevelopment in this area.  Specifically, the recently 
vacated Lowe’s center and the former Shopko site 

(northeast corner of El Rancho Drive) are large 
redevelopment sites and both are located within the 
Sparks Redevelopment District 2A.  Commercial uses in 
this area vary, however it should be noted that there is 
a concentration of value oriented retail and grocery 
stores with several thrift stores and discount grocers.   
 
Due to the concentration of commercial uses within 
this portion of the corridor, an opportunity for 
diversifying uses is present.  There is a strong presence 
of garden style multi-family projects surrounding this 
commercial node and, as such, it is anticipated that 
various alternative multi-family products may be 
successful (i.e. townhomes, row houses, etc.).  
Additionally, the design team has been informed by 
City of Sparks staff that conversations with Washoe 
County School District staff has identified the potential 
and need for another high school in northern Sparks, 
due to the small size of Sparks High School.  Initial 
vignette site plans have been prepared showing 
conceptual alternatives for both an urban high school, 
as well as mixed use on the northeast corner of El 
Rancho to better communicate the opportunities and 
challenges for this area. 
 
Paradise Park is located at the southwest corner of 
Oddie Boulevard and El Ranch Drive.  The park has a 
long history for being a civic center for the immediate 
community, as well as being a regional draw due to the 
numerous ponds on the property.  Currently, the park 
access from Oddie is only provided for pedestrians at 
the corner of El Rancho Drive.  Chain link fencing along 
the southern right of way of Oddie prevents access to 
the park and creates exclusivity between the two 
public realms of the street and park.  It was noted 
during the walking audit that park users have adapted 
to the limited access to the park by creating holes in 
the chain link fencing to gain access to the park.  The 
park, in general, is a tremendous asset to the 
community and presents an opportunity for greater 
incorporation into the community by improving access 
to the park. 
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Sullivan Lane to Pyramid Way 

There are two very distinct sides to Oddie Boulevard in 
the segment between Sullivan Lane and Pyramid Way.  
The north side is predominantly single family detached 
residential, aside from a small amount of commercial 
located at the northeast corner of Sullivan Lane.  
Similar to the Sutro to US 395 segment of the corridor, 
there is limited access into the neighborhoods to the 
north, with access only being available at Rock 
Boulevard and 12th Street.   
 
The southern side of Oddie Boulevard within this 
segment is very different from the north.  Primarily 
there are commercial and multi-family uses that are 
separated from the street by a frontage road between 
Sullivan and Rock.  The frontage road can be seen as 
both a opportunity and a challenge, in that the 
additional right of way can be useful in improving 
access to the commercial properties, yet challenging in 
attempting to coordinate the evolved access controls 
that adjacent properties have installed on the frontage 
road.  Further, the existing intersections of the frontage 
road with both Sullivan and Rock present safety and 
intersection operational challenges.  The corridor study 
should include an analysis and outreach to propose 
alternatives for this frontage road. 
 
Both Rock Boulevard and 12th Street are key north 
south linkages between Prater Way to the south, 
including both Sparks High School and Robert Mitchell 
Elementary School.   
 
Additionally, the recently developed Larry D. Johnson 
Community Center and library are beneficial civic uses 
within the corridor and are likely destinations for 
school aged children and the elderly.  The campus of 
the Larry D. Johnson Community Center includes wide 
concrete walkways that are an opportunity for 
improving overall pedestrian circulation, while 
emphasizing access to the community center. 
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